
The FOOD-TRAK® Wine Module helps clients effectively control 
their complex wine inventory. This module is ideal for clubs, hotels, 
restaurants and casinos that stock and sell significant varieties of 
bottled wine. Track which wines move quickly, which wines are 
overstocked and which wines are being sold at an incorrect price. The 
Wine Module saves time and takes the guesswork out of controlling 
and managing large wine inventories, allowing clients to maintain 
maximum control and generate the highest possible wine profits.
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oVerVieW

purChaSe reCap report displays the purchase activity of selected wines 
over a specific time period with. This report also quickly pinpoints wine 
transaction history based on purchases.

Wine attriBute editor

inVentory extenSion report shows the value of selected wine items, such 
as Chardonnays or French wines, at a selected profit center.

Attributes are characteristics of wine that make it unique, such as variety, vintage 
and origin. The Wine Attribute Editor allows clients to categorize each bottle of 
wine by various features and view inventory levels and transaction activity by 
feature categories. For instance, assigning wine varieties makes it possible to 
run reports showing all the Pinot Noir wines purchased, used, sold or currently in 
stock.  The following attributes can be applied to each wine: 

perpetual inVentory report is perfect for identifying current inventory 
levels, wine usage and cost for a selected time period. The report takes into  
account all purchases, sales and transfers of wines, thus providing a way to 
spot check wine stock level. Wines can be sorted by attribute at a specific   
location or all locations.

Wine Module reportS

A variety of reports can be generated 
specifically for wine items within the 
database.  These reports contain several 
types of analysis and summary information 
related to both inventory and procurement.   


